Kaba b-comm ERP 5 – CATS
Data to all divisions
Advantages at a glance

Working time recording
with SAP CATS
CATS stands for »Cross Application TimeSheet« and has been for
many years a solution for recording
cross-application working time and
activities directly in the SAP system
However, recording working time
and activities always requires a login
in SAP CATS via a suitable device,
for example a PC with installed SAP
GUI. This is where the Kaba solution
that includes Kaba b-comm ERP5 SAP ERP makes life much easier.
The Kabasolution consists of the
software component Kaba b-comm
ERP 5 – SAP ERP and the relevant
recording devices. The recording
devices used can be Kaba time and
attendance and shop floor data collection terminals, web-based time
and attendance via the PC or mobile
terminals.
Thus, Kaba b-comm ERP 5 – SAP
ERP allows attendance times and
activities to be recorded very easily
in the working time sheet according
to SAP CATS and to be confirmed.

For the calculation of the time spent
working, Kaba b-comm ERP 5 can
also use the work schedules provided by SAP HCM. This substantially
reduces errors in SAP CATS, since,
for example, breaks, start of work,
end of work are directly included in
the time evaluation.
Error handling
If errors occur, such as a forgotten
booking, then you can edit
these directly and conveniently in
the SAP system with the »CATS
troubleshooting«. The »CATS
absence registration« and »CATS
PP interface« are available as
optional software modules. They
expand the possible uses for SAP
CATS. The employee responsible
for the booking receives a graphical
overview which shows errors. The
employee configure the overview
individually.

▪▪ Full integration into the SAP
world
▪▪ Each job performance is
entered only once
▪▪ Redundant data management
is avoided
▪▪ Operational processes are
simplified
▪▪ A review of data in real
time guarantee the accuracy
of the data
▪▪ Easy, comfortable and
customized user interface

Features

Kaba b-comm ERP 5 assists the employee in the following way:
▪▪ the possible attendance or absence message is displayed at the terminal
as a selection list.
▪▪ Depending on the type of booking, for example »In with reason« or »Out
with reason«, the corresponding time pairs for the time already spent
working or still expected to be spent working are determined, and a message is transmitted to SA P CATS in the background.
The CATS interface, designed in the standard only for HR, PS , PM/CS
bookings, can be expanded by the software option »CATS PP interface« for
order times from the module »Production Planning« (PP). Kaba b-comm
ERP 5 - CATS PP interface transfers the order times from SAP CATS to the
module »Production Planning« (PP). There, the bookings are accepted and
are available in SAP CATS and the module »Production Planning«
Remark: The effective functions available of the product depend on the system context in
which it is used.
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Technical specification
Suitable for the following
SAP modules
▪▪ Human Capital Management
(HC M)
▪▪ Controlling (CO)
▪▪ Project System (PS)
▪▪ Plant Maintenance (PM)
▪▪ Customer Service (CS
▪▪ Production Planning (PP)
(optional)
Supported bookings
▪▪ In/Out (with reason)
▪▪ Start / end of break
▪▪ Order change
▪▪ Change of cost center
▪▪ Start / end of official absence
▪▪ Start/change or entry of
duration in
▪▪ hours or minutes
▪▪ Project confirmation
▪▪ (network element, WBS)
▪▪ Sales orders (SD )
▪▪ Internal orders (CO )
▪▪ Maintenance orders (PM/CS )
▪▪ Project time recording (PS)
▪▪ External wage types
System requirements
SAP ERP
▪▪ As of SA P Release 4.7
▪▪ Base modules HCM, PS,
PM, PP
▪▪ SAP CATS License
Software options
▪▪ CATS absence recording
▪▪ CATS error handling
Further details and order information
can be found in the relevant Kaba catalogues or system descriptions.
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Optional software modules
As optional software modules of Kaba b-comm ERP 5 »CATS absence recording« and »CATS PP interface« are available. The software option »CATS
absence recording« allows the employee to report his/her attendance and
absence times directly via the terminal.

